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Electroacoustic Music Class Concert
Celebrating the 65th Anniversary of the first Electronic
Music Concert
Students from the Introduction to Electroacoustic Music
and Digital Sound Production classes of Peter Rothbart
Nabenhauer Recital Room
Sunday October 6th, 2013
7:00 pm
Program
Etude aux chemins de fer Pierre Schaeffer
1910-1995
From the Concert de bruits (Concert of noises),
broadcast in Paris, France on October 5, 1948
Astral Paralysis Drew Bastien
3:18
Understanding Stochasticity Josh Samuels
3:50
Lure of a Lakeside Scene Kirsten Samanich
4:33
VX Sagittarii Aaron Walters
7:16
Strelock Matt Eaton
3:29
Untitled Will Shishmanian
4:12
Altered Deep Desai
4:43
Unpulsing Beat Nick Warner
7:30
